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Background	and	Motivations
Community detection is the process of analyzing graphs to
distinguish different groups of nodes from one another. These
communities exist within the species, gene, and protein networks of
a microbiome. Many different algorithms have been developed to
detect these communities. The project as a whole is intended to
track communities in dynamic networks using known community
detection algorithms. An initial effort created implementations of
different algorithms for community detection to test for community
quality with respect to computational time, focusing on the Girvan-
Newman algorithm and the Louvain algorithm.
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Application	on	Dynamic	Graphs
Jaccard	Index
Pointwise	Mutual	Information
After the trials, the Louvain algorithm was identified to not only
be more computationally-time efficient, but more accurate when
detecting communities in models with less assortativity. The
accuracy and efficiency of the Louvain algorithm is promising for
its future use in dynamic community detection in networks that
model microbiomes in transition.
Trials were run on assortative planted partition models to test the
accuracy of the algorithms with respect to their computational time.
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Detection efforts on dynamic networks with community structure
were performed on models using the framework of the Chinese
Restaurant stochastic process.
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Results
Preliminary results using the Jaccard Index and Pointwise Mutual
Information to track communities seem promising for identifying
changes in the communities of dynamic networks, including the
splitting and merging of communities, shown below. Leveraging
these preliminary results, we plan on developing a set of formal
rules to track communities in dynamic graphs.
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Figure 1. Transition from a full network to an edgeless network using the
Girvan-Newman algorithm.
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Figure 2. Transition from an un-partitioned network to a partitioned network using the
Louvain algorithm.
Figure	3.	Transition	from	a	network	with	more	assortativity	to	less	assortativity
Figure	4.	How	communities	are	formed	using	the	Chinese	Restaurant	stochastic	process
(https://medium.com/kifi-engineering/from-word2vec-to-doc2vec-an-approach-driven-by-chinese-restaurant-process-93d3602eaa31)
Figure 5. A visualization of a community splitting in two (above) and two communities
merging (below).
